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1.

Preparation Form

Mind the Gap is the second video 2Kroner created. During our project we learned that
the process of videomaking runs smoother when you invest time in preparatory thoughts,
thus to avoid time consuming and ineffective corrections in later stages. One initial tool
we learned about was a specific preparation form on the topic you have in mind. It’s a
template that supports you to gain clarity about your motivation to make a video and to
specify the target group. It can as well be used to familiarize yourself and/or your team
with the topic prior to developing a concrete idea. Or before you think about which aspect
you wish to highlight. Most of the topics in our project were really major issues. In the
preparation form you answer three crucial questions about the topic in mind.
•

Why do we make the video?

•

Who should see the video?

•

What are the key points of the video? What should the viewers learn from the video?

It is crucial for successful teamwork that the team forms a joint understanding of the
video’s objectives and the future recipients before you are starting to make things visual:
Preparation form: Gender Awareness in Adult Education
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An example is shown here, but all the images are saved in a folder as an attachment:

SUMMARY FOR VIDEO PREPARATION

25 images related to the topic

Name of the Topic
Gender Awareness in Adult Education
OBJECTIVES. Why do we make the video?
Gender issues and gender itself have become more prevalent topics in public debate.
Oftentimes discrediting constructivist approaches or approaches understanding gender as
non-binary. In the face of global femicide but also dissonances within medical fields, glass
ceilings, quotas it makes sense to take into account the lived realities of cis women and deal
with their (in-)equality struggles.
The video can be a concept or terminology explanation and should be a visually rich
example of structures people have come to accept as normal and raise the question how we
as educators can trace those structures and intervene and question them in a meaningfull
way.
TARGET GROUP. Who should see the video?
Trainers in adult education, administrative staff in educational institutions, train-the-trainerstaff and institutions.
50 words related to the topic

What are the key points of the video? What should the viewers learn from the video?
To show that when it comes to gender – nothing is set in stone. Why – as an educator – it is
important to recognize ones own biases and stereotypical thinking and challenge them as to
not put women* (and men) in harmfull boxes that limit learning potential.

Woman
Women
glass ceiling
cotton ceiling
misogyny
patriarchy
matriarchy
Equality
Equity
Gender
Mainstreaming
Gender
Sex

Rights
Care work
Emotional labour
Ageism
Sexism
Justice
Language
Awareness
Spectrum
Trans*woman
Cis-woman
NatureVSNurture

Stereotypes
Girls
Boys
Harrasment
Power
Liberation
Freedom
Human Rights
Discrimination
Privilege
Supportnet
Resilience

Peerpressure
Activism
Safe spaces
Sisterhood
Herstory
Professional
Heritage
Sheros
Role models
Representation
Alliance
Impact

Childcare
Heteronormativity
Equal pay
Pay gap
Full life
metoo
Bodyshaming
Silencing
Feminism
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An initial brainstorming of 50 words supports the preparatory process. Brainstorming in
general opens your mind and hereby supports you to outline your topic. The collected
catchwords might be useful to transport your message. They gain further importance if
your plan is to upload your video to YouTube or a website. Significant keywords make it
easier to find an interested audience. In case of Mind the Gap the preparation sheet
already indicates that we planned to address the challenges of a specific gender in our
video: cisgender female.
The initial creativity process with the preparation sheet requires to search free stock
image websites, such as pixabay (www.pixabay.com), for fifty images related to the topic.
This gave us a deeper insight about the visual language already in existence about
gender related themes. Nevertheless, Mind the Gap was produced with nearly
exclusively self-processed images. This is caused by the storyboard that covers the
narrated time of a lifespan, which requires that all the characters age as time goes by,
starting with a toddler and ending as an elderly frail person. Imagery as complex as this
can’t be found online and compiled with stock images.

2.

Storyboarding

A storyboard is a popular and essential tool to prepare a video. Our conclusion is that
neither outstanding images nor an excellent technical realisation can compensate a poor
or non-existing storyboard and storytelling. A storyboard is a visual representation of how
your video will unfold itself screen by screen. As it is an internal work document it does
not need to be tidy and nice at all. Don't get too detail driven! It’s more important to doodle
rough and fast to capture every idea that comes up and to develop a sense for the
narrative. Your best ideas can happen during activities that aren’t part of your regular
workday. For instance, the storyboard of Mind the Gap was simply sketched with a pencil
in a notebook during a flight from Vienna to Berlin. On the airplane the idea was born to
center around the burden of unpaid household chores and labor and care work which in
current society is mostly delivered by women. It was only later that we transferred the
sketches to a template to share them with others and on the visEUalisation platform.
The internet offers a wide range of free storyboard templates. We downloaded a free
word-template from www.boords.com. You can learn more about creating a captivating
story in our visEUalisation Toolkit Storytelling. This Toolkit offers 20 master plots that
support you to elaborate characters and stories. With no happy end we are fully aware
that the story of Mind the Gap does not “succeed” to deliver the entire story. You could
see it as a plot-mixture between an “Escape” and an “Underdog” - but actually failing to
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deliver any escape or liberation of the underdog. As the video aims to raise awareness
it is therefore up to the viewer to create an escape from structural discrimination of
women in work and life. It might as well be seen as some kind of “Discovery” or “Sacrifice”
plot. The female Protagonist discovers at the end of her life that under the given
circumstances hard work did not prevent her from the risk of old-age poverty and that
right from the start there was not such a thing as an equal chance. Consequently, she
sacrifices the comfort of having her daughter around to care for her for a better future of
her child. Mind the Gap explores topics such as career, lifestyle choices and the
perpetual societal devaluation of care work. The video making process itself might
develop or change your original storyboard – which is totally fine. Some things just evolve
on the flow. For instance, the household chores are visualised slightly different in the
final video: a cat, a teenage daughter and the laundry demanding attention.
Storyboard and realisation by comparison:

However, you can see that crucial scenes and ideas were realized relatively close to the
storyboard.
Storyboard and realisation by comparison:
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A storyboard is particularly important in case somebody else is responsible for the
technical realisation of the video and/or the drawing of graphics. Mind the Gap is our
longest video. Lasting 4 minutes it is longer than literature recommends. Creating short
videos turned out to be the greatest challenge for us. However, in this video it was
necessary to take the time as the story cannot be split into smaller units if it should cover
an entire career.

3.

Images

For Mind the Gap we used mainly individually created graphics. Mind the Gap was our
second video and as soon as it became clear that we’d – by nature of the storyboard –
work totally independent from stock images we decided for this one video to take the
challenge to overcome the boundaries of the traditional Sparkol VideoScribe aesthetic
as much as possible. In consequence Mind the Gap was the most time-consuming in
terms of preparatory work and adaption work out of all of our five videos. Meanwhile for
our first video Don’t judge don’t insist we prepared two-dimensional stick figures –
basically only upper bodies and basically formed by an outline. Mind the Gap uses full
body arty drawings in realistic proportions.
To create digital characters, you need both a pen tablet and an image-editing program.
The Mind the Gap characters were drawn with a Wacom Intuos Pro Pen Paper Tablet M
and edited with the free and open source image-editor GIMP.
Both Tools together will take you probably 2-5 days to get acquainted with and to figure
out your preferable settings (beginners, no prior knowledge). Don’t be disappointed at
the beginning. Eye-hand coordination is challenging if you have never drawn on a tablet
before. You can learn more about GIMP in the “visEUalisation Online Course Unit Digital
Image Processing”. However, to create images as in Mind the Gap you need either an
artistic skillset from prior non-digital drawing classes or a graphic designer. So, the
illustrator had prior knowledge from drawing and painting on paper – but not from drawing
on the tablet. The decision for black and white and the “scribble-style” helped to keep
the time within an acceptable frame.
Extra-Tip: For the “scribble-style” GIMP’s “eraser-tool” was used as a kind of “second
pen” to take away superfluous colour to create light and depth. The “eraser tool” was
as well used to define the final silhouette of the figures. That was way easier than
trying to sketch the perfect outline right in the beginning.
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User interface GIMP:

Our experience is that creating your own images does not only allow for you to represent
exactly the characters and gestures you need but it also adds an unique style and makes
your video appear that much more homogeneous.

Individually created images by 2Kroner you can find the images in the “visEualisation -elibrary”

An individualised style makes your video way more distinctive than the average
whiteboard video online. It has much greater recognition value and is way more
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memorable. For Mind the Gap only few images as the eurosign were taken from stock
imagery and adapted in colour in GIMP.
To avoid stereotypes we made an effort to create realistic characters that do not look
particularly happy all the time, but might have bags under their eyes or clothing that is
kind of worn and not right out of the business fashion catalogue.
An important metaphor in the video is the reduced “tree of life”. The leaves symbolise
the course of time from birth (spring green leaves) until old age (autumn coloured
leaves). Therefor the leaves are some of the few images that have different colours than
black and white. The “trunk” separates the sphere of the female protagonist from the
male antagonist.

4.

Sparkol VideoScribe (the actual software)

Mind the Gap is set up with Sparkol videosoftware VideoScribe. VideoScribe is a typical
whiteboard style animated video software that allows you to create animated whiteboard
videos. You can select images from the VideoScribe library (which was seldom done for
this video), upload your own images (that’s what we have done), type text, select fonts
and add music or voiceover.
Interface VideoScribe: Mind the Gap
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As you can see, the software allows you to create your scenes via uploading and
arranging the various figures on a big virtual whiteboard – though we modified it to
become a black chalkboard in our video. The respective scenes will be run according to
the pace you set. The screenshot demonstrates why a well thought out storyboard is an
absolute must. It is a bit like making a real movie: after a scene is shot it is difficult to
make essential changes without a re-shoot. Meanwhile minor adjustments in colour or
pace are quick and easy to implement into the video draft. We have to stress: Major
changes are complicated. Replacing a single image is manageable at any point of the
process but adding an entirely new scene, changing the order in a sequence or adjusting
the zoom can be very time consuming and nerve wrecking. Every retrospective change
runs the risk that you suddenly have to adjust all neighbouring scenes.
In Mind the Gap a crucial thought was to follow a vertical dynamic as the “tree” grows
from the ground symbolising the people getting older. You can imagine that any changes
at the bottom end of the tree would have resulted in time-consuming adjustments for the
scenes on the top. That’s what a good storyboard should help you to avoid. Most
VideoScribes follow a logic in the movements from left to right. We can only invite you to
try other movements to give your video an extra touch.
We invite you as well to change the typical “whiteboard – white” into another background
colour. This is a feature included in VideoScribe. You simply choose a specific colour
and a specific texture. The following blog helps you to adjust background colours: „3 Fun
VideoScribe

background

styles

to

try

by

Naomie

Linford“

We decided for a chalkboard like background that supports our black and white aesthetic.
However, deciding on a non-white background has one crucial consequence. You can
only upload images with a transparent background.

Image

with

transparent

opened in GIMP

background Image with white background opened in
GIMP
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Image

with

transparent

background Image with white background uploaded in

uploaded in VideoScribe, Oh yes!

VideoScribe, Oh no!

Thus, we recommend to always produce images with transparent backgrounds as they
work both for white and non-white background settings. GIMP enables you to remove
the background from any image be it self-drawn or a stockimage. You use “transparency”
and “add alpha-channel”. This blog might support you to do so: „How to Make a
Transparent Background in GIMP [Step by Step Guide]“.
Sparkol VideoScribe offers great features to use in your video. In Mind the Gap we tried
to morph one picture into another. This was done to create the action of the “gender
labelling machine” in the first part of the video. Two similar but not alike images “gender
labelling machine off” and “gender labelling machine on” where placed above each other
on the “whiteboard” instead of besides each other. With the right configuration the
images simulate movement. You can learn about this in the following video tutorial by
Sparkol VideoScribe: “Morph – Change an image into something new”.
It took us some time to understand that you can as well place images above each other
in VideoScribe and we used this technique more often in the later videos.
If you work with a video it is helpful to note your main decisions on specific colours (hex
value code) fonts and hands/features either on the storyboard or elsewhere. You will
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have to enter the information repeatedly. By documenting it immediately you make it
easier for yourself to reproduce your chosen style in future videos.
Mind the Gap’ main settings:
Fonts style: Blackboard Ultra
Font colours: very light grey #e3e3e3, VideoScribe offers a preselected colour
palette but you can also enter a defined hex value which gives you the freedom to
individualise colours and to take up colours of your corporate design or logo.
Background colour: grey #5f5f5f with some texture (blackboard effect)
Music: „Sparse Reply“
VideoScribe is an easy to learn whiteboard style animated software. You`ll need 2-5 days
to get acquainted with it and after that it will be sheer fun. However, our conclusion is
that you should have prepared a ready-to-go storyboard and a good idea of the video
you want to create. Every minute not invested in preparation will cause a double amount
of time during the realisation. Check as well the visEUalisation Online Learning Unit
about Videoscribing.

5.

Music

For Mind the Gap the accompanying music was simply taken from the VideoScribe
Library which offers a wide range of choices: the chosen title is “Sparse Reply”. No postprocessing was made. If you decide for a title lasting not as long as your video you have
to activate the “loop track” feature:
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6.

Referential Sources: Online Tutorials

Selection of storyboard templates, ideal if you want to print your templates and sketch
your storyboard in the traditional way by hand: https://boords.com/storyboardtemplate#pdf-storyboard-templates
“How to storyboard – the basics” by James Chambers. Very briefly summed up and
useful

introduction

into

storyboarding:

https://boords.com/blog/how-to-make-a-

storyboard

Copyleft and free-to-use websites for sharing and downloading photos, illustrations,
vector graphics:
https://pixabay.com/
https://unsplash.com/
https://www.needpix.com/

whiteboard style animated video software Sparkol videosoftware VideoScribe.
3

Fun

VideoScribe

background

styles

to

try

by

Naomie

Linford:

https://blog.videoscribe.co/3-fun-videoscribe-background-styles-totry?utm_campaign=videoscribe_features_series&utm_source=youtube&utm_medium=
social&utm_content=backgrounds_blog

How to Make a Transparent Background in GIMP [Step by Step Guide] by Dimitrious
Savvopoulus https://itsfoss.com/remove-image-background-gimp/
Sparkol VideoScribe Tutorial “Morph-Change an image into something new”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fk8n7Sa9GF4
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7.

Imprint

This paper was written in the framework of the Erasmus+ Project “visEUalisation – How
to develop innovative digital educational videos”. Authors and final editing: Julia Keil and
Jan Schröder from 2Kroner (www.2kroner.de)
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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